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SYNOPSIS

Finding themselves homeless, two frenemies one gay, the other straight - team up with a
streetwise foster kid to scam their way into New
York City’s low rent luxury apartment lottery by
posing as a married couple with a child
Format: 30 min.
IN THE VIEN OF:

Genre: Comedy

Demo: 12+

MEET THE PLAYERS

ACHILLES “AC” CONTOS
Named after the Greek god, Achilles "A.C." Contos comes from a
very traditional and large Greek family, filled with construction workers, policeman and
blue collar men with machismo overflow.
The youngest and smartest of ten brothers, A.C. was always groomed to take over
Contos Construction from his older brother Jimmy. Reluctant, A.C. constantly made
himself the black sheep of the family by skipping Lacrosse and joining the school choir
and switching shop classes for home economics.
This mother’s boy, breezed through college, but at his dying father's bedside made a
promise to marry a good Greek woman and grow the Contos clan, a promise that would
go against everything that was in his soul and loins.
During the first year of a rocky marriage, A.C. admitted his life long attraction to men,
which was no shock to his wife, who unbeknownst to him was sure she was playing the
role of a “beard" from the beginning. A.C. leaves her "Dear John" style, moves back in
with his mother, and Junior, her former high school sweetheart.
Living back home not only puts a cramp and wrinkle on his newly budding alternate
lifestyle, but the groove in which Momma Contos was trying to get back.

GERALD “BLUE” GIVENS
The "Dapper Dandie" ladies man, albeit, self proclaimed “Ladies Man” has
been a sharp dresser since his first visit to Marshall Fields department store.
The only son of Dr. Maurice (Gynecologist) and Stephanie (Mary Kay's #1
Seller on the east coast) Given's, Blue got his style mostly from his eldest
and favorite sister CHARLOTTE and his nickname from his one eye which
was blue at birth, but eventually browned out.
Blue has always been stylish and outspoken kid from the Brooklyn, who
would rather go shopping and sing chorale than play Playstation and chill at
the corner bodega. This has always gotten him labeled “soft”, which never
bothered him because it helped get more and more ladies in between the
sheets.
The unlucky lover knows how to wed women, but staying married is a sour
contention. His third wife kicked him out when she learned he used the rent
money to bail out a Zamundan Prince who promised to triple the money
once he was out and his money was unfrozen by his government.
He's not the sharpest knife in the drawer, but he is the most polished and
ready to pioneer into the single life for the fourth time.

L’ ANDER SUGERBOTTOM
Ms. Sugarbottom is a no nonsense business woman at work and a loveable
relaxed hopeless romantic at home. The book smart, boy dumb girl from
Philadelphia gave up her love for the stage when she was fired as one of Jill
Scott's back up singers.
She has never recovered from the tanning of the limelight and hides her lust
for the stage in corporate America. Until she finds a perfect the romance,
she will make do with her sculpting podcast, her blog and taking care of her
beloved comfort cat, Mr. Whimpers.

ANNA “FRENCHY” LESASSIER
The French-Haitian born dancer, marijuana peddler, sometimes burlesque host/bartender has never even been to
France, she actually received her nickname from the great Debbie Allen after a failed audition and shouting match
her first week in New York City.
She met her best American born friend and roommate, Ms. Sugarbottom, while posting selfies of her sleeping
boyfriend, she didn't know they shared, nor was married. Once on the phone, the two talked for hours, discovered
they had many of the same friends and shared a desire to bring down the cheating so and so that broke their hearts,
unless she gets busted by immigration for over staying her visa first.

DEVANTE DALVIN
KAYCIE JOSEPH
Devante was born on Riker’s Island, to a inmate mother and prison guard.
The foster child has grew up in the system his entire life, and now has
mastered it. The math prodigy hides his smarts behind his wit and brash
humor. All scheming he does is to help reunite he and his little sister,
Tiffany Crystal Glass.

THE PILOT
THE GOOD QUEERS, begins with the lives of both main characters, GERALD "BLUE" GIVENS (newly divorced, Dapper Dandie, Skirt chaser) and ACHILLES
"A.C." CONTOS (Momma's boy, mostly open gay) both being asked to move out of their residences. Blue by force, A.C. by his mother's new found need to get
her "freak" all the way on.
Both men are given flyers and applications to the New York Housing Commission (NYHC) lottery, of which, random people are awarded reasonable rates to
luxury apartments in Manhattan.
At the NYHC, they both meet a young foster kid named, DEVANTE DALVIN KASEY JOESPH (10, street smart computer geek) who was just busted for
attempting to break into executives' offices. Now placed at the receptionist' s desk, Devante fingers through both the men's files. Unbeknownst to them, the
quick witted child decides to hack into the computer system to make the men’s applications more “lotto worthy”.
As the guys wait to be interviewed they recognize they are old high school chorale rivals, Blue from the Union High “Acca-Pelicans", and A.C., the Wilson
Prep “Chord On Blue Notes”. They banter about the good ole days until they are called for a pre-interview by MS. LEANDER SUGARBOTTOM (high strung,
executive assistant) who warns them of the penalties and jail time for falsifying their applications. The guys are shaken, but determined to get their
comeuppance.
Blue quickly exits the interview disheveled by the rapid questions and stuttered responses. He is out of the running and warns A.C. not to look into the
"wandering eye" of the interviewer, Mr. Lewis.
A.C. glides through the interview, except his file says he has a domestic partner, which is non-existent in real life. Enter Blue, after quickly convincing him
into bending a “little white lie” a wee bit further, the two can finally get their "deluxe apartment in the sky”, they fool Mr. Lewis, but Ms. Sugarbottom isn't
buying the love connection. She makes them kiss to prove their love and devotion. Still not buying the duo, they reluctantly kiss again...with passion, but
alas, all the qualifying apartments are taken, except one in her building in Chelsea, for a family of three, which they do not qualify for...or do they?
Enter Devante, the street smart, nerd from earlier, who set this plan in motion from the start. He is willing to play along with A.C. and Blue's master plan on
two conditions: 1. They become his legal guardians and 2. They give him a small cut of his foster care stipend. After a reluctant shake, the trio agrees and
makes way to their fancy, doorman laced deluxe Manhattan apartment.

THE PILOT, CONT
Things seem all but sewn up as Ms. Sugarbottom shows them the three bedroom two floor modern palace. The three run, leap and dance throughout the
rooms. Devante even makes carpet “Snow Angles”.
Enter FRENCHY (French/Haitian, bohemian chic, Sugarbottom’s roommate) who welcomes her new neighbors and asks for early forgiveness if her porn is
too loud.
The last people they have to rouse are the tenants at the quarterly Meet n' Greet potluck. The boys come on their best behavior and full of charm as they
meet, MRS. KOCHENBOCH, the senile matriarch of the building, MR. GREENBERG, war veteran, grouch of the building, DUBB-YA, the retired tech executive,
and their hippy, lesbian couple soon to be arch nemeses LEKA and GRAE, who know the boys tricked their way into the building, stealing it away from their
in-laws.
Living here in this building will be interesting, entertaining and down right hilarious. As A.C. and Blue attempt to form a multi-dysfunctional family unit,
survive living with opposite versions of themselves, all while dodging jail by keeping their domestic partner rouse alive. The Good Queers will be a rich
sitcom for the ages.
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SEASON ONE

EPISODE
BREAKDOWN

EPISODE BREAKDOWN
Ep2- BIG MOMMA AN' NEM
As A.C. And Blue quickly discover their decor palates are at the opposite end of the spectrum, Blue and Devante go on a search to hunt down his diabetic
grandmother who is too senile to care for him, but they find out Big Momma got a little scam going of her own.
EP3 - THE BEARDED TANGO
A.C. Tries to escape his martial past, but his wife needs him to break the news of the "unified separation" to their dance class family, not wanting to be sucked
back into the "Pray The Gay Away" Boot Camp, A.C. Asks Blue to run some interference.
EP4 - GRAE AINT EVEN A COLOR
Blue, forced to stop smoking cigars on his patio, decides to run for HOA president against MS. SUGARBOTTOM, but has lots to explain once his homemade sexy
tape is discovered by his nemesis GRAE and LEKA
EP5 - SNOW DAY, BRO-DAY, HOE DAY
Blue finally discovers a blind spot in the buildings security system allowing him to have some prohibited female companionship, but before he can get his
groove on, a Snow day keeps Devante in and his honeys out.
EP6 - WHEN THE HOMIES CALL
A.C. Prepares to host the perfect scrapbook game night with the Fellas the same night Blue host the perfect March Madness round 1 poker party. A funny bet
will determine Who will give up their night of fun.
EP7 - INVISIBLE BULLY LIKE THE GOOCH
Devante is suspended from school for the second time for hacking the schools lunch program and having Taco Bell delivered,which he does to satisfy his sister
Tiffany's junk food desire. We discover Tiffany his sister is really imaginary.

EPISODE BREAKDOWN, CONT
EP8 - PAGING DOCTOR FEELGOOD
Blue bumps into his old high school sweetheart who is assigned to Devante to work out his "Twitchy twitch" and his imaginary sister, and tries to navigate the
gay/straight white lie.
EP9 - YOU SOUND LIKE A GROUPIE
A.C. Draws the short straw and has to accompany Devante to the regional finals with his robotics team, little by little A.C. becomes obsessed with creating his
own Death Monster Machine.
EP10 - THREE LESBIANS AND A BABY
Blue and A.C. stuck out of town dealing with the Deposition for Devantes adoption and leaves the genius with Ms. Sugarbottom, who delegates to Frenchy who
delegates to GRAE and LEKA, who are in the middle of filming their podcast THE BURNING BRA.
EP11 - YES YES YA'LL YA DON’T STOP
A very heated tug of war ensues and music styles clash between A.C. and Blue over who will perform with Devante in his schools annual FATHER-SON lip sync
battle contest.
EP 13 - SILLY SUPERSTITION IS THE WAY
A.C. and the CHORD ON BLUE NOTES prepare for their reunion concert gig at Slappy's Bowl a Rama, but when the lead tenor gets a sore throat A.C. blames
Blue for getting them out of their rituals.
EP14 - THE SPOOK WHO SAT BY THE CLOSET DOOR
Momma Contos needs A.C. to help Junior get over his fear of flying so they can go on a Hawaiian vacation she won on a game show, when Junior threatens to
exposes A.C. For being gay he has to enlist Blue to play the gay so he can play the straight.
EP15 - CANDY GIRL, IF IT ISN'T LOVE, THAT GIRL IS POISON
Inspired by A.C. Getting his band back together Blue decides to get the Aca-Pelicans (NEW EDITION) back for a reunion set at the Union High class reunion,
tempers fly when the real reason he was kicked out the group and miss a life of fame and fortune.

SHOW IN THIS GENRE
THAT HAVE WORKED

title

Genre

Length

Date

Synopsis

Two and a Half Men

Comedy

30 min.

2003-2014

A hedonistic jingle writer's free-wheeling life comes to an abrupt halt when his brother and 10-yearold nephew move into his beach-front house.

Bossom Buddies

Comedy

30 min.

1980-82

Two single men must disguise themselves as women to live in the one apartment they can afford.

Three's Company

Comedy

30 min.

1977-1984

The wacky escapades of brothers Shawn and Marlon Williams, along with their wise but eccentric
father.

Will and Grace

Comedy

30 min.

1998-2006

Will and Grace live together in an apartment in New York. He's a gay lawyer, she's a straight
interior designer.

Perfect Strangers

Comedy

30 min.

1986-1993

A high strung and cynical man's life is never the same when his naive but good-natured cousin
comes to America to live with him.

Below are a few themes that will keep the audience
engaged throughout the growth of the show:
Blue vs. A.C.
The great dynamic between the straight (Blue) and gay (A.C.) lifestyles which can be explored, THE GOOD QUEERS takes deep steps at these issues:
Black vs. Gay stereotypes
Though the duo seems to come from the same side of the tracks A.C. learns that not all "Black Stereotypes" are true. Blue learns that every gay male is
not the “flaming diva” caricature as seen on TV. These themes can be presented as funny, yet educational for all cultures as the show develops (a la Will
and Grace).
The New Dysfunctional Family Dynamic
Raising a young child in this “new” family dynamic my seem odd, but the coming-of-age story of a math prodigy who has two dads - one straight, one gay
- is ripe and readied to twist traditional family sitcom themes, cultures, and adolescent challenges (a la Two and a Half Men).
Hiding the Plain Sight
Both main characters are hiding their real lives from the apartment tenants and nemesis neighbors while trying to have healthy, fun lives (a la Bossom
Buddies, Mork and Mindy).
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